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The field of nuclear medicine will rely increasingly on the
discovery, proper evaluation, and clinical use of molecular
imaging probes and on collaborations. Collaborations will
include new initiatives among experts already involved in the
field and with researchers, technologists, and clinicians from
different areas of science and medicine. This article serves to
highlight some of the opportunities in which molecular imaging
and nuclear medicine in conjunction with probe development,
new imaging technologies, and multidisciplinary collabora-
tions can have a significant impact on health care and basic
science from the perspective of a person involved in probe
development. The article emphasizes breast cancer, but the
concepts are readily applied to other areas of medicine and
medical research.
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Nuclear medicine is a unique field in that it relies on
habitual collaboration between groups possessing disparate
expertise. Nuclear medicine physicians work collaboratively
on a daily basis with imaging physicists and nuclear medi-
cine technologists who directly and indirectly rely on part-
nerships with biologists, chemists, engineers, and medical
research teams to develop, validate, and produce radiophar-
maceuticals. The future of nuclear medicine involves exploit-
ing the full potential of molecular imaging and targeted
radiotherapy and will require building on the existing culture
of collaboration. To be truly successful, nuclear medicine

will need to form bridges to groups outside the present
sphere of collaboration—the underlying theme of this article.

Society is facing challenging times that will shape the
future of probe development. There has been a significant
downturn in the world’s economy that is affecting economic
decisions made by consumers and governments, particularly
with respect to health care. The world is in the midst of a
protracted and ongoing isotope shortage, both an acute short-
age associated with the shutdown of the reactor at Chalk
River, limiting the supply of 99Mo and 99mTc, and a chronic
underfunding of cyclotron laboratories. Economic pressures
are affecting the way decisions are made about which new
diagnostic technologies will ultimately be funded. This effect
is true in public, private, and hybrid-model health-care sys-
tems, in which groups developing new probes must be con-
scious about both the health and the economic impacts new
agents will have. There is also a tightening of regulatory
requirements around the security and transportation of nu-
clear materials, the production of conventional radiopharma-
ceuticals, and the translation of novel agents from the
laboratory to the clinic.

Throughout history, challenging times have provided the
motivation needed to bring about paradigm shifts and trans-

formative innovations. Soon, for instance, we can expect to
see changes brought about by the isotope shortage, which will

make the field rethink the mix of isotopes and agents that are
used in routine clinical practice. Economic forces will drive

technologic developments that enable earlier detection and
more accurate staging of disease, a more effective and expedient

choice of therapeutic intervention, and greater use of outpatient
procedures.

To begin responding to today’s challenges, probe devel-
opment must move beyond early detection and staging and

look for new opportunities to positively affect health care
in terms of both improving patient care and economics.

Researchers ought to consider how to design molecular
imaging probes that fully exploit technologic innovations
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as they are being developed—not 10 y after they are com-
mercialized. The field also has to identify and put into action
new discovery technologies and evaluative programs that can
simplify the process of finding, validating, and properly test-
ing new molecular imaging probes. It simply takes too long
to move from discovery to use. The key to the field’s future
is to shorten that time.
Nuclear medicine, molecular imaging, and probe research

efforts are expanding at such a rate that the number of studies
published in a single year represents an enormous volume
of information. Rather than even attempt a comprehensive
review, this article aims to highlight unique approaches,
promising developments, and the opportunities that can be
unearthed by forming new bridges between disciplines.
The focus is on 3 core areas as representative examples.
The first area is the development of probes for emerging
imaging technologies; the second is strategies to exploit
these technologies and probes for improving breast cancer
detection, biopsy, surgery, and pathology; and the third
is some key challenges of probe development and the
strategies that scientists are taking to address these
challenges. It is critically important for the scientific
community at large to understand these issues so that new
approaches from outside the immediate field can be used to
enhance probe development.

ORGAN- AND DISEASE-SPECIFIC CAMERAS

Over the past several years, there has been increasing
activity in the literature around the development of dedicated
imaging systems (1–3). This activity has translated into the
commercialization of new imaging devices for cardiology
and oncology applications. The field is coming full circle
in that some of the original scanners, particularly for PET,
were developed for specific applications, with the one nota-
ble example being brain imaging (4–6). One technology that
has emerged recently and is garnering significant interest
from clinicians and probe developers is dedicated breast im-
aging systems.
Mammography is an unquestionably important front-

line screen for breast cancer and has had a positive impact
on overall survival. Mammography, however, fails to detect
about 10%–15% of all breast cancers (7–9). It is suboptimal
for women with radiodense and fibroglandular breasts, and its
sensitivity drops significantly from about 71%–96% to 48%–
63% in those cases. This reduced sensitivity in such cases is
made even more problematic in that women with dense
breasts tend to be at higher risk for breast cancer. There is
also growing concern about the high false-positive rate of
mammography, which is causing significant numbers of
unnecessary biopsies to be performed. In addition to the
needless anxiety that a false-positive finding causes pa-
tients, it also increases health care costs and the risk of
infection. Better imaging strategies that can address this
issue are critically needed.
Scintimammography would seem to be an obvious solution

to some of the above-mentioned issues. In scintimammography,

the image shows uptake of a tracer into breast cancer—
uptake that should be independent of breast density (or at
the least much less dependent on breast density than are
mammographic findings). Unfortunately, conventional
g-cameras have a limited ability to reliably detect tumors
that are smaller than 1 cm (10). This limitation has, how-
ever, provided the impetus for physicists and engineers to
develop dedicated breast imaging systems.

Several g-camera–based systems have been developed
specifically for breast imaging. One that has received at-
tention was based on work done at the Mayo Clinic; the
camera system is based on cadmium zinc telluride detec-
tors (Fig. 1) (3,11). The intrinsic resolution for cadmium
zinc telluride–based breast imaging systems is on the or-
der of 5–7.5 mm (9). Figure 2 shows a mammogram of a
patient with a 20-mm invasive ductal carcinoma that is
also visualized on molecular breast imaging using sesta-
mibi as the tracer. What is also evident, and particularly
impressive, is an additional 10-mm cancer that is seen
only on molecular breast imaging.

Another important driving force for the development
and translation of new breast cancer imaging probes is the
desire to use molecular breast imaging to derive molecular
information from the images to guide biopsy, treatment
selection, and treatment monitoring. Because targeted
therapies using biotechnology products are extremely
expensive, it is imperative that the appropriate molecular
imaging methods be available to stratify patients toward
the best treatment option.

There has been a tremendous amount of work done on
the development of SPECT agents that target specific
molecular signatures found on breast cancer. Two areas
that are particularly active involve the development of
111In- and 99mTc-labeled antibodies and peptides.

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 HER2/neu
(ErbB-2) is a target for developing molecular imaging probes
for breast cancer because of its use in prognosis and because
it is a target for therapy using trastuzumab (12). Specific
imaging probes based on radiolabeled antibodies and asso-
ciated fragments have shown success in early studies (13,14).
Several groups have developed radiolabeled trastuzumab, but
one of the challenges in this approach, which will apply in
general to probes derived from therapeutic antibodies, is that
the therapy agent can compete with the radiolabeled form for
the target of interest.

An innovative strategy that is being investigated is to
target complementary proteins. McLarty et al., for in-
stance, showed that micro-SPECT/CT (Fig. 3) of HER2-
overexpressing breast cancer could be achieved using
111In-labeled pertuzumab, a second-generation antibody
intended to block HER2 dimerization, which binds to
domain II of the receptor. Because this domain is different
from that to which trastuzumab binds (i.e., domain IV),
this type of molecular imaging of HER2 expression
should be possible in patients who are receiving trastuzu-
mab therapy.
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With the increasing understanding of the proteome, the
development of other complementary targeting probes
should be expected to increase over the next 5 y.
Peptide-based agents are perhaps one of the most active

areas for targeting SPECT (and therapeutic) radionuclides
to specific receptors. One particularly attractive example is
the work reported by Bach-Gansmo et al., who demon-
strated how a novel probe coupled with new imaging
technologies can yield exciting results (15). In this work, a
technetium-labeled peptide that has high affinity for the
avb3-integrin was used in a breast cancer imaging study
that applied both conventional scintimammography and a
dedicated breast imaging system (16). The study showed
that invasive ductal carcinomas ranging from 6 to 20 mm
were well visualized. Images derived from conventional
scintimammography were able to locate tumors in certain
cases; however, even with an early-generation molecular
breast imaging camera it was possible to find tumors as
small as 7 mm (invasive ductal carcinoma) that were barely
visible using conventional imaging methods (Fig. 4).
Dedicated breast imaging is not solely the purview of

g-camera–based technologies, as there has been increasing
work on developing PET scanners specifically for breast
imaging. Whole-body 18F-FDG PET has limited sensitivity
for breast cancer and is not well suited for detecting small,

well-differentiated in situ breast carcinoma (17). Dedicated
PET systems can address some of these limitations and
offer higher spatial resolution, shorter imaging times, re-
duced attenuation, and a compact footprint, and they can
be integrated with biopsy procedures.

One commercially available system is the PEM (posi-
tron emission mammography) scanner (Naviscan). Figure
5 shows a 40-y-old patient who after mammography and
ultrasound and MRI was diagnosed with invasive ductal
carcinoma in the left inferior breast. Positron emission
mammography using 18F-FDG actually showed that there
was bilateral cancer. One of the advantages that PET has
over g-camera systems is that there exists a library of PET
probes that can be used in conjunction with dedicated
breast PET scanners (18–21). Agents have been developed
for targeting proliferation, angiogenesis, hypoxia, and the
estrogen receptor. 16a-18F-fluoro-17b-estradiol is particu-
larly interesting given the importance of hormone status in
determining the expected response to therapy (22,23).
Clinical studies with this agent are ongoing and involve
comparing uptake with that of 18F-FDG in terms of re-
sponse of therapy (24,25).

The development of the next generation of PET probes
for breast cancer is an active area of research. Targeting
strategies include radiolabeled antibodies, antibody frag-
ments, small molecules, and peptides using a wide array of
different PET isotopes and creative labeling and bioconju-
gate chemistry methods. Although each of these areas has
been reviewed lately (26–31) or deserves its own dedicated
reviews, one unique and emerging area involves exploiting
genetic engineering.

Genetic engineering is a rapidly maturing field that
can be applied to identify and manufacture high-affinity

FIGURE 1. Cadmium zinc telluride–based molecular breast
imaging camera. (Reprinted with permission of (79).)

FIGURE 2. Mammogram (left) and molecular breast imaging
scan (right) of same patient. Twenty-millimeter cancer (red box)
can be seen on both images, but only molecular breast image
(using sestamibi) shows additional 10-mm lesion. (Reprinted
with permission of (80).)
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targeting vectors. Affibody molecules (Affibody AB),
for example, are attractive targeting agents because they
can be considered to be somewhere between an antibody
and a peptide, having the high affinity of one and the
good pharmacokinetics of the other (32). Affibody mol-
ecules can be produced using recombinant bacteria or by
conventional peptide synthesis, providing a reasonable
pathway for manufacturing sufficient quantities for both
research and clinical trials.
A radiolabeled Affibody for HER2 was recently reported

by Kramer-Marek et al. (33). Images of the 18F-labeled form
of the Affibody (Fig. 6) in mice bearing SKOV-3 tumors
showed high uptake in the tumor as early as 20 min after
injection. Early liver and kidney uptake, which has generally
plagued peptide- and antibody-based imaging and therapy
agents, was high only during the first hour and dropped
noticeably over time. The agent cleared via the renal path-
way with a half-life of approximately 36 min, which is far
shorter than the half-lives of radiolabeled antibodies and
antibody fragments.
The widespread availability of 18F makes approaches such

as these attractive compared with antibody-based strategies,
which require the use of longer-lived and often less readily
available PET isotopes. In addition, because of advances in
genetic engineering, it is possible to produce libraries of
Affibody-type vectors that can be screened against different
targets that are upregulated in breast or other cancers. The
major issues with this vector surround the cost of finding

leads and intellectual property barriers that could limit its
full exploitation. Affibody-based strategies will also benefit
from the development of new radiolabeling and purification
technologies designed specifically for proteins of this size.

HYBRID IMAGING SYSTEMS

New hybrid imaging technologies, much like disease-
or organ-specific cameras, are driving advances in probe
development. The combination of PET and SPECT cameras
with CT is now an industry standard; consequently, the
innovation focus has shifted toward the development of
hybrid PET/MRI, and to a lesser extent SPECT/MRI, systems
as preclinical and clinical imaging tools. Researchers are now
taking advantage of these emerging technologies to develop
probes that can make use of the combined modalities.
Multimodality probes are agents that are detectible by
more than one imaging method (34–36). Most agents
have, to date, been derived from nanoparticles and include
combined optical and MRI contrast agents; however, there
is an increasing number of reports on nuclear–MRI and
nuclear–optical agents.

Examples include coated iron-oxide nanoparticles derivat-
ized with a targeting vector and a chelate for radiolabeling.
For example, iron-oxide nanoparticles derivatized with arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid peptides for targeting angiogenesis and

FIGURE 3. McLarty and Reilly showed that
micro-SPECT/CT of HER2-overexpressing
breast cancer could be achieved using
111In-labeled pertuzumab. Because this
domain is different from that to which
Herceptin binds, it should be possible to
perform this type of molecular imaging of
HER2 expression even in patients being
treated with trastuzumab. (Courtesy of
Raymond Reilly, University of Toronto.)

FIGURE 4. Images of peptide-based agent (99mTc-NC100692)
using both dedicated breast imaging system and conventional
scintimammography. Red boxes delineate 7-mm invasive
ductal carcinoma that is barely visible on scintimammography
(arrow). (Reprinted with permission of (16).)

FIGURE 5. 18F-FDG positron emission mammography scan of
40-y-old woman whose first mammogram showed area of
increased density in left inferior breast. Positron emission
mammography scan shows invasive ductal carcinoma in both
breasts. (Courtesy of Jacquelyn Jordan Gray, Naviscan, Inc.)
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DOTA chelates for binding 64Cu were prepared by Lee et al.
(37). The nanoparticles were shown to bind avb3-integrin–
expressing cells in vitro and were shown to have specific
uptake in nude mice bearing human U87MG tumors. This
uptake could be visualized on preclinical PET and MRI
scanners, and blocking studies confirmed that uptake was
due to active targeting (Fig. 7).
Sun et al. showed that block copolymers can be used to

prepare nanomaterials for imaging (38). In this work, the
metal chelator DOTA was grafted onto block copolymer
precursors from which shell cross-linked knedellike nano-
particles were assembled. The composition of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic blocks can be varied, making it possible
to control the overall properties of the material and the
number of sites bearing a chelate and targeting vector. As
the optimal features for nanoparticle-based agents con-
tinue to be refined, the synthetic versatility and potentially
less toxic nature of polymer-based systems make this ap-
proach appealing.
There is general concern over the toxicity of nano-

particles and the associated imaging agents. The cost of
evaluating the safety of new agents could be significant,
creating a barrier to translation that is higher than for
traditional radiopharmaceuticals. There is also need for
robust synthetic methods for the preparation of nano-
particle-based imaging probes, which must be manufac-
tured to the standards expected of traditional molecular
imaging probes, and the development of strategies to
prevent sequestering by the reticuloendothelial system.
The latter is a key issue for several SPECT/MRI nano-
particle probes including indium-labeled iron oxide
agents (37). These are not unsolvable problems; they
are simply challenges that require creative solutions
to address.
Probe developers are now developing multimodality

agents for hybrid technologies beyond CT and MRI. Probes
that can be used for both nuclear–optical and nuclear–

ultrasound imaging have been reported recently. Optical
imaging is attractive because of its high sensitivity, and it
offers a way to validate new targeting strategies and link
diagnostic imaging with pathology. Pathology laboratories
are increasingly using fluorescent markers and confocal
microscopy to evaluate tissue samples, providing a new
area of application for molecular imaging probes.

Optical and nuclear hybrid imaging probes can be
developed using radiolabeled luminescent particles or
quantum dots (39,40). Another strategy involves deriva-
tizing a targeting vector with a radiolabeled prosthetic
group and a fluorescent tag. Bhushan et al. developed a
dual-modality SPECT/near-infrared fluorescent probe for
the detection of breast cancer microcalcifications (41). A
bisphosphonate ligand was derivatized with a 99mTc-N3S
chelate complex and IRDye800CW. The intraoperative
near-infrared fluorescence image and SPECT/CT im-
ages show high uptake in the skeleton and microcalci-
fied tumors.

Preclinical ultrasound systems have been developed to
support animal imaging studies in which the instruments
generate images of exquisite resolution (Fig. 8). With hy-
brid ultrasound–nuclear probes it would be possible to
combine real-time high-resolution ultrasound images with
the quantitative nature of nuclear methods. Another attrac-
tive feature of ultrasound involves image tissue sonication
(42). This technique can be used to temporarily increase
the permeability of membranes, which could be used to
increase the regional uptake of SPECT and PET probes,
leading to enhanced target-to-nontarget ratios.

The first report of a dual-modality PET–ultrasound probe
was in 2008 (43). A perfluorocarbon gas–filled microbubble
surrounded by a lipid shell coated with streptavidin provides
a convenient platform for attaching biotinylated antibodies.
To make a hybrid derivative, the 18F tag was first conjugated
to a rat antimouse vascular endothelial growth factor receptor
2 antibody before the vector was linked to the ultrasound
bubble. The distribution of the agent showed high liver
and spleen uptake and was different from that of the labeled
antibody alone.

Our group took a slightly different approach in which a
technetium chelate conjugated to biotin was labeled with
the [Tc(CO)3]1 core and conjugated to a streptavidin-
coated microbubble. This platform, which includes in
situ purification to remove any residual unlabeled and
labeled biotin-containing ligands, was designed so that
any biotinylated antibody can be linked to the SPECT–
ultrasound visible bubble (44).

Despite the excitement around multimodality imaging
probes, several concerns that have been raised need to be
addressed before these agents can fulfill their promise.
First, performance is often sacrificed when technologies
are combined (45). In the case of PET/MRI, as an exam-
ple, if a large quantity of agent is needed to get sufficient
MRI contrast, there will likely be a deleterious impact on
the target-to-nontarget ratios in the PET images.

FIGURE 6. Small-animal PET images of 18F-labeled Affibody
for HER2 in mice bearing SKOV-3 tumors. (Reprinted with
permission of (33).)
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LINKING DISCIPLINES THROUGH MOLECULAR
IMAGING PROBES: ENHANCING BREAST
CANCER TREATMENT

Three important components of effective treatment of
breast cancer are biopsy guidance, surgical margin de-
termination, and pathology. Dedicated and hybrid imaging
scanners in conjunction with the appropriate molecular
imaging probes offer the opportunity to address some of
the key issues within these areas (46).
With respect to biopsy, ultrasound and MRI are now used

almost routinely for anatomic guidance. The opportunity to
use molecular imaging probes for biopsy is appealing
because it affords the use of molecular signatures to guide
sampling (47). Adequate spatial resolution to do this can
now be achieved using the aforementioned dedicated breast

imaging systems. For example, positron emission mammog-
raphy and 18F-FDG uptake in tumors have been used to guide
biopsy and sampling; the cores can be evaluated for regions
of high, medium, and low levels of 18F-FDG uptake (Fig. 9).
This is an exciting area for future development, particularly
when combined with probes that target proteins whose
expression guides the choice of therapy. Key examples
would include estrogen receptor– and HER2-targeting
agents, for which expression of the targets is already used
to direct decision making toward the optimal intervention.

Moving from biopsy to surgery, there is a need for better
technologies for margin determination, which is becoming
increasingly important because of the growing number of
breast-conserving surgical procedures that are being used.
Failure to obtain clear margins is one of the leading risk factors
associated with reoccurrence and reoperation, for positive
margins can occur in up to 50% of the cases (48).

To help guide surgical procedures, new intraoperative
g-probes have been developed. These are designed to help
surgeons detect tumor cells at or near the margin of re-
section. Several new detector probes have been developed
to detect technetium-based agents, but there have also
been reports on the use of probes for iodine-based agents,
including metaiodobenzylguanidine (49,50).

Hand-held PET probes are also available that can detect
positrons emitted by PET tracers (51). Positron probes are
particularly interesting because the probe is responsive
over a short distance (1–2 mm). As a result, there is high
local sensitivity when moving from tumor to nontumour
tissues, eliminating the possibility that uptake in distal
organs will confound margin determination. An additional
attractive feature is that because collimation is not neces-
sary, these probes can potentially be used in conjunction
with minimally invasive surgical strategies.

FIGURE 7. Small-animal MRI and PET
scans of subcutaneous αvβ3-expressing
glioma xenografts administered coated
iron oxide multimodal probe derivatized
with cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartic (RGD)
acid peptides and DOTA chelating
groups. Images involving targeted
agent, control particles, and specific
blocking experiments in nude mice are
shown.

FIGURE 8. Ultrasound image of mouse embryo. (Courtesy of
Stuart Foster, Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre.)
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Much like surgery and biopsy, tissue sample analysis
can benefit in throughput, accuracy, and reproducibility
using molecular imaging probes, with a resulting major
impact on cancer care. The development of new molecular
imaging probes for pathology is an emerging area in
which complementary radioactive and fluorescent probes
can be used to enhance early detection and the evaluation
of tumor samples, respectively.
One approach to preparing this type of probe is to develop

the chemistry that enables one to derivatize a cancer-seeking
vector separately with a radiolabeled prosthetic group
and a fluorophore suitable for imaging tissue samples. A
convenient way to achieve such an outcome is to use click
chemistry (52,53). At the heart of click chemistry is the
Huisgen cycloaddition reaction between alkyne and azide.
The reason the click reaction has become so popular for
probe developers is that these 2 functional groups do not
tend to react with other functional groups found on bio-
vectors; it therefore is possible to carry out selective cou-
pling reactions. Since the first use of click chemistry to
tag peptides with 18F (54), there has been a tremendous
amount of work in this area leading to an array of novel
labeling strategies (55–58).
In one example, click chemistry was used to elaborate a

single targeting vector into an array of molecular imaging
probes for use with different imaging modalities (59–62).
Schibli et al. (59) developed a library of probes for the
folate receptor because of its increased expression in sev-
eral different cancers. Products included an 18F-labeled
derivative for PET, a technetium chelate conjugate de-
rived from the triazole core for SPECT, a fluorine-rich
group for multinuclear MRI, a dye for optical or near-
infrared imaging, and 2 other chelates for developing
different types of SPECT agents. The appeal is that one
targeting vector was used to create multiple agents, in-
cluding complementary optical and nuclear probes. This
general approach to probe development will likely be
used more extensively given that the nature of the chelate
and spacer can have a profound impact on the distribution
and clearance of a probe.

One issue with swapping a radionuclide-containing pros-
thetic group with a fluorophore on a given targeting vector
is that the products have different structures, charges, and
lipophilicities. Although the affinities of the 2 probes for
the target of interest may be similar, their biodistribution
profiles will likely be different. For correlating in vivo
imaging with pathology, the ideal case would be for the
structures of the fluorescent and radiolabeled prosthetic
groups to be identical.

Our group reported the development of a chelate system
whereby the nonradioactive rhenium complex was fluores-
cent (63). The 99mTc analog, because of the lanthanide
contraction, has the same structure as the rhenium complex
and can be used for in vivo imaging. The single-amino-acid
chelate–quinoline (SAACQ) ligand is a convenient plat-
form for developing molecular imaging probes because it
can be incorporated into peptides as if it were a natural
amino acid. The rhenium complex is inert, and it too can be
incorporated into peptides, making it possible to prepare
fluorescent agents using standard automated peptide syn-
thetic methods. If a viable fluorescent agent is found, the
analog containing the free uncomplexed ligand can be pre-
pared and then labeled with 99mTc and in vivo imaging
studies performed.

The SAACQ system has been used to prepare comple-
mentary probes for imaging the formyl peptide receptor
(63), imaging amyloid plaques (64), and tagging stem
cells (neurospheres) (65). More recently, we have shown
that the rhenium complex of insulin conjugate can be ad-
ministered to animal models, the tissues excised, and the
fluorophore imaged using confocal microscopy even when
using low concentrations of the probe (65). These results
indicate that it should be possible to use a 99mTc-SAACQ–
derived agent in conjunction with a dedicated imaging
breast system for early detection and biopsy of breast
cancer and to use the complementary fluorescent rhenium
agent to support pathologic analysis of excised tissue. In
parallel, the probes could be used to support surgical guid-
ance via intraoperative g- or fluorescent probes.

CHALLENGES IN PROBE DEVELOPMENT

The foremost challenge in molecular imaging probe devel-
opment is to identify strategies to increase target binding
while reducing nonspecific binding. Low-molecular-weight
targeting vectors are often either cleared too rapidly or
prematurely metabolized, leading to unwanted uptake in the
liver, kidney, or gut. Probes derived from large biovectors tend
to have significant hepatobiliary or kidney retention as well.
Residual uptake in nontarget organs detracts from the overall
utility of molecular radioimaging.

Researchers are beginning to develop innovative solu-
tions to these problems. The most common approach is to
attach hydrophilic prosthetic groups or polyethylene glycol
spacer chains (66). More recent work has involved the use
of hydrophilic dendrimers, which are highly branched and
structurally perfect macromolecules. Dendrimers can be

FIGURE 9. Positron emission mammography–guided biopsy
based on uptake of 18F-FDG. (Courtesy of Jacquelyn Jordan
Gray, Naviscan, Inc.)
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functionalized at the periphery or at the core, providing
flexible platforms for modifying pharmacokinetics and re-
ducing nonspecific binding.
Parrott et al. recently reported a polyester dendrimer that

contained a Tc(I) chelate at the core (67). This ligand could
be labeled with 99mTc using a microwave labeling method
that produced the agent in less than 15 min in high yield.
Biodistribution data and dynamic small-animal imaging
studies demonstrated that the dendrimers (generations 5–
7), unlike the chelate complex alone, which has high uptake
and retention in the gut, clear extremely rapidly and end up
in the bladder in less than 15 min.
Almutairi et al. showed how dendrimers can also be used

for PET of angiogenesis (68). A biodegradable dendrimer
core was linked to a targeting vector derived from cyclic
arginine-glycine-aspartic acid and radiolabeled with 76Br
(b1, half-life 5 16.2 h). By incorporating multiple target-
ing vectors there was a nearly 50-fold increase in binding
affinity for the target over one targeting vector alone. Using
a murine hind limb ischemia model, the agent showed se-
lective and high uptake at sites of angiogenesis. New strat-
egies such as the use of dendrimers for modifying both
pharmacokinetics and affinity for the target, that are also
sufficiently flexible to use with different targeting vectors,
are needed to overcome the pressing issue of high nontarget
tissue uptake.
A second challenge, which is unique to radionuclide-

based molecular imaging probes, involves production. Most
production methods for radiopharmaceuticals involve high-
performance liquid chromatography purification or instant
kits. The latter is particularly problematic for molecularly
targeted agents in that instant kits were not designed for the
molecular imaging era. For technetium kits, for example,
the ligand to be labeled is generally present in a large
excess, compared with the radiolabeled product; the un-
labeled ligand, which generally retains high affinity for the
target, will compete with the labeled species. This is not to
say that the maximum effective specific activity will always
yield the highest target-to-nontarget ratios, as some carrier
can prevent binding to circulating proteins or proteins in
nontarget tissues. What is needed is a way to select the
optimal effective specific activity.
Several solutions have been developed to address this

issue. The simplest approach involves developing more
reactive chelates that do not have to be used in a large
excess to achieve a high radiochemical yield. Microfluidic

technologies are also being used to reduce the ratio between
isotope and the actual agent and to incorporate in-line
purification methods into the production process. Two other
technologies, which have been developed for radiohalogens,
are solid-phase and fluorous-phase labeling (69,70). The gen-
eral procedure involves preparing aryl stannane derived from
the agent to be labeled, in which the tin atom is linked to a
cross-linked polymer or a fluorine-rich group. On reaction
with iodine and oxidant, the tin–aryl bond is cleaved. The
residual unreacted starting material can be separated from the
desired radiopharmaceutical by filtration (solid-phase system)
or by passing the mixture through a fluorous-solid-phase ex-
traction cartridge (fluorous-phase labeling). In the latter, the
high affinity of fluorine-rich molecules for each other results
in a chemoselective filtration that produces the desired prod-
ucts in high effective specific activity (Fig. 10). These ap-
proaches have been used to produce several agents, including
fialuridine, iodeoxyuridine (71), and metaiodobenzylguani-
dine (72), and have recently been applied to the production
of 18F-labeled compounds (73).

Another acute issue facing the probe development field
involves isotope shortages. With the protracted scarcity of
99mTc, the probe-development and nuclear medicine com-
munities have been developing and evaluating surrogate
agents. One of the most active areas has been cardiac
imaging, in which there has been increased interest in
using 201Tl and 82Rb and active development of new 18F,
68Ga, and 64Cu agents (74–77). In nearly all countries, the
number of g-cameras far exceeds the number of PET cam-
eras. We can therefore expect to see an increase in activity
around the development of SPECT agents using 123I and
111In either to replace existing technetium agents or to act
as surrogates during times of emergency.

68Ga deserves special mention in this context because of
its availability via a 68Ge generator (77,78). The generator
system eliminates the need to have a cyclotron on-site or
near the imaging facility. Like 99mTc, 68Ga requires the
use of a chelator that allows one to study the work done on
creating targeted technetium agents and apply the lessons
learned to the development of gallium-based agents. Much
progress has been made in this regard, and agents such as
68Ga-DOTATOC are yielding striking PET images clearly
demonstrating the future potential of 68Ga (78).

The fourth challenge is moving discoveries from the
laboratory to the clinic and out to the market. The Canadian
experience has been that there was commercial and clinical

FIGURE 10. Fluorous labeling method.
After treatment of fluorine-rich starting
material with radioiodine and oxidant,
unreacted starting material and fluorous
byproducts can be separated from product
using solid-phase extraction cartridge
containing fluorine-rich bonded phase
(fluorous solid-phase extraction, or FSPE).
(Reprinted with permission of (70).)
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demand for new agents but few ways to complete the
preclinical safety and regulatory work needed to bridge the
research laboratory and the clinic. This problem was
compounded by the lack of funding for clinical trials of
sufficient size to properly evaluate novel molecular imaging
probes. To address this issue, the Centre for Probe Devel-
opment and Commercialization (www.imagingprobes.ca)
was created with funding from federal and provincial gov-
ernments and industry partners. The objectives of the center
are to validate, translate, and commercialize innovative im-
aging probes and to make probes available for clinical stud-
ies and basic research and development. Similar initiatives
and expanded multicenter trial capabilities are being consid-
ered and implemented around the world and are crucially
important to securing the future of the field and to ensuring
that the basic science surrounding molecular imaging has a
positive impact on patient care.

CONCLUSION AND LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: A 2020
(20/20) VISION OF PROBE DEVELOPMENT

So long as the field looks to expand its horizons by
collaborating with other disciplines, the future for nuclear
medicine and molecular imaging is bright. In the future, it
is likely that probes will be specifically designed to have
multiple uses including early detection, surgical biopsy
guidance, and automated pathologic analysis of cancer
biopsy and surgical samples. There will be an increase in
the use of organ- and disease-specific scanners, which will
soon become hybrid imaging systems that include CT
capabilities. Isotope supply redundancy will be achieved
through expansion of reactor and cyclotron production
programs and through collaborative probe development
and clinical trial efforts. This goal can best be achieved
through coordinated international partnerships—an impor-
tant opportunity that is currently in its infancy.
Senior researchers should encourage young scientists to

explore unique directions and not listen to statements such
as “we have enough ligands or agents.” It is always easier
to state that today’s technology is sufficient than it is to
come up with tomorrow’s innovation. To avoid stagnation,
the field must stop recycling the same reliable targeting
vectors, particularly those that have not made it to the
clinic despite years of study. Groups involved in genetic
and proteomic research are producing vast sums of data
around potential new targets that are associated with dis-
ease onset and progression. The nuclear medicine and
probe development fields must learn to exploit this infor-
mation rapidly.
Basic chemistry and access to well-trained chemists will

continue to be a critically important part of nuclear medicine.
New isotope production and separation methods, novel
chelate systems, creative labeling, and bioconjugate chem-
istry strategies are needed to generate the agents of
tomorrow. Many of these innovations will require forming
bridges outside the fields of radiochemistry and nuclear
medicine to emerging areas such as chemical biology.

Those willing to cross the bridge to these new collabora-
tions will yield the major breakthroughs of the future.
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